
 

HANS FINZEL 
A Trusted Authority 

in Leadership 
Do you need to inspire and equip 
your leadership team?  Are you 
looking for an engaging and 
highly trusted voice for your 
upcoming event?  Do your 
students need a motivational shot 
in the arm? Hans Finzel is 
humorous, smart and vastly 
experienced in the leadership 
arena. 
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Dr. Hans Finzel is a successful author, speaker and 
trusted authority in the field of leadership.  He has 
trained leaders on five continents. For 20 years he led 
international non-profit WorldVenture, serving in 
over 65 countries. Hans speaks and writes on 
practical leadership principles from the real world—
not the classroom.  He has written nine books, 
including his bestseller The Top Ten Mistakes Leaders 
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Make. His books have been translated into over 
twenty foreign languages. Hans holds degrees from 
Columbia International University, Dallas Seminary 
and Fuller School of Intercultural Studies.  

Today he serves as President of HDLeaders, and is 
chief leadership guru on, “The Leadership Answer 
Man” podcast. 

Hans Finzel – Brief Bio 

Popular talks 

The Top Ten Mistakes Leaders Make 
– Based on the best selling book by the same 
name 

Leading Change in Turbulent Times 
– Based on “Change is Like a Slinky” 

“Hans always puts the cookies on the lower 
shelf so we can all grab his great principles.” 

Speaker – Best Selling Author - Podcaster 
 

Launch Your Encore – Finding 
Adventure and Purpose Later in Life 
- Based on his newest release, “Launch Your 
Encore” 

The Power of Passion: Do What You 
Love, Love What You Do – Based on 
“The Power of Passion in Leadership” 

“Most leadership books have a short 
shelf life, but Hans' book has endured 
the test of time. It's a great read on 
servant leadership." - Rick Warren, 
author, The Purpose Drive Life and 
pastor of Saddleback Church 

 “Hans brings a wonderful blend of scholarship along with a rich 
global understanding that is seasoned with a winsome sense of 
humor. Our students loved what he had to share in our chapel. I 
would love to have him back soon!” - Joe Walters, Colorado 
Christian University 

“I want to thank you for this wonderful and helpful series on 
leadership that you have done for us. It is one of the best sessions 
we have ever done. I appreciate all the hard work you put into 
making it the quality that it is.”  Marv Newell, SVP of Missio 
Nexus 



 

 

 

Venues & Clients include 
 
• Operation Mobilization 
• Moody Bible Institute 
• New Canaan Society 
• Word of Life Institute 
• Dallas Seminary 
• Denver Seminary 
• Cedarville University 
• Colorado Christian University 
• Columbia International University 
• Rotary Clubs 
• Camino Global 
• Northwestern College 
• Missio Nexus Association 
• National Association of Evangelicals 
• The Juice Plus Company 
• Denver Small Business Development 
• Hundreds of church services and seminars 

Contact Information - To book Hans Finzel 
hans@hansfinzel.com 

Web: hansfinzel.com    YouTube.com/hansfinzel  

The Leadership 
answer man 

podcast 

Hans’ podcast on iTunes and Stitcher Radio is a 
show for leaders about real world leadership 
solutions. Whether a seasoned leader or just starting 
out, he provides practical leadership tips that people 
in leadership and management can use right 
away .   Every follower needs a healthy leader.   Dr. 
Finzel’s passion is to help all leaders lead more 
effectively.     

With over 50 shows produced, the content is based on 
thirty years of global leadership experience designed 
to teach leaders sound practical leadership principles 
for their success. 

Recent Books by Hans 
The Power of Passion in Leadership - Top Ten 
Enterprises Publishers 

The Top Ten Mistakes Leaders Make - David C Cook 
Publishers 
The Top Ten Leadership Commandments - David C 
Cook Publishers 

Change is Like a Slinky - Moody Press 
Launch Your Encore, Baker Books (With Rick Hicks) 


